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Chapter 301: I Have Been Tricked 

The mansion of Wen Family had been empty for quite some time. Few days ago, a special man had 

moved into this mansion. A man with a white shirt, pants and shoes was sitting on the sofa in the well 

decorated and luxurious common area. He looked incredibly arrogant as well. And, this man is none 

other than Long Aotian a.k.a Cocky Dragon! 

He has learned all kind of martial arts ever since he was a kid. Because of his position as the leader of 

Hundred Beasts Faction, he became more and more arrogant. Eight men were standing at the left and 

right-hand side of Cocky Dragon. All of them were the elites of the Hundred Beasts Faction. 

"Demonic Fox, how was your performance today?" Cocky Dragon narrowed his gaze and started to 

smile. 

"Master! Please don’t get angry at me! I was useless! I couldn’t complete the task that you assigned for 

me! I’m willing to accept all form of punishment!" Demonic Fox’s body shook unconsciously. She knew 

that this is the look that he showed others whenever he wants to see blood flowing! Thus, the fear. 

"What kind of punishment are you expecting? Death penalty?" Long asked coldly. 

"Master, why that punishment? I know that I have failed, but I don’t think death should be my 

punishment…" Demonic Fox’s heart was jumping up and down. Sweat started to flow down her 

forehead. 

A fatty stood up and shouted before Long said anything, "Hmph! Failing a mission should not be 

punished with death! But, you betrayed our leader! So, you need to be punished by death!" 

"Copper Clamp! What do you mean by that?" 

Demonic Fox defended herself, "I’m loyal to the leader! Since when did I betray him?" 

"You told us just now that you had your blade placed at Chen’s throat! Why didn’t you kill him?" The 

fatty shouted angrily. 

"I’ve said it to you just now! My blade couldn’t hurt this Chen Xiaobei at all! In the end, I was defeated 

by him!" Demonic Fox said. 

"Bullshit!" 

The Copper Clamp was very worked up. He said, "Your blade is made of Darksteel! It can slice open 

metal! How is it possible for Chen Xiaobei to remain unhurt? Do you really think that we are some stupid 

fools?" 

"I’m not lying! I’m telling the truth here!" Demonic Fox was very frustrated, because no one believed in 

her claims. 

"Okay! Let’s say that you are telling the truth! Why didn’t he kill you after he defeated you?" 
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Copper Clamp gritted his teeth and continued to say, "My brother; Ghost Frog was killed by him! I 

couldn’t even locate his body! How did you come back without any harm? Why?!" 

This fatty was Ghost Frog’s brother. That is why he was so angry and biased against Demonic Fox’s 

circumstances. 

"I…" 

"I don’t know why! Chen Xiaobei decided not to kill me! Should I beg him to kill me instead?" Demonic 

Fox said frustratingly. 

"Hmph! Stop your acting! Look at Blood Dove, Mad Eagle, Killer Bee, Mad Lion! They were all killed by 

Chen Xiaobei after messing around with him! Tell me! How did you come back here without any wounds 

on your body? That is more than enough to prove that you had betrayed our leader! You are working 

with Chen Xiaobei now!" 

"This is not true! I can swear to God! I did not betray our leader!" Demonic Fox said nervously. She was 

actually intelligent and witty. But, she felt that her defense was going poorly at the moment. 

"Shut up!" 

Long shouted, turned around, and asked, "Old Tortoise, what are your thoughts on this matter?" 

This old man is the only person that Long would ask for a different opinion. It was pretty obvious that 

this guy is the think tank of this faction. He was highly valued by Long. 

He is a hunchback old man with head full of white hair. Then, he walked forward, squinted his eyes and 

said, "I don’t see any solid evidence in this matter. But, I will not eliminate the possibility that Demonic 

Fox has betrayed us. Also, this might be the strategy that Chen Xiaobei has used to divide us!" 

"Divide us? I understand now!" 

Demonic Fox had come to a realization. 

"Chen Xiaobei did not let me go because he was merciful! He intended to tear us apart and mess up with 

our plan! This bastard is so mean! He totally set me up!" Demonic Fox said angrily. The worst part was 

that she had to do something so embarrassing before Chen had let her go. Her face turned red and hot 

whenever she replays the scene in her mind. She hated herself for believing in Chen. All she ever wanted 

to do right now is to destroy Chen along with herself. 

Still, she was the only one that knew the truth. People around still did not believe a word she says. 

"Demonic Fox, since the Old Tortoise said that this might be one of Chen’s tricks, I’m willing to give you 

another chance to prove yourself! You have three days to bring Chen’s head back here! I will kill you if 

you fail this task again!" Long said coldly. 

"Three…Three days?" 

Demonic Fox got nervous and started to beg, "Boss, please give me more time to finish this task…This 

Chen Xiaobei is much more powerful than me! It’s impossible for me to defeat him! Also, he has seen 

my face! It’s going to be even harder to kill him!" 



"Do you want to die now instead?" Long said mercilessly. 

"Boss! Let me kill her!" 

Copper Clamp said quickly, "This woman has joined us for less than a year. I don’t think she is loyal to us 

at all! I’m pretty sure that she has betrayed us!" 

"No! Please don’t kill me! I will take the task!" 

The Demonic Fox knew how powerful Copper Clamp was. She had no choice but to accept this mission 

impossible. 

"Leave!" Long waved his hand at Demonic Fox impatiently. 

"Yes…" Demonic Fox quickly left the place. 

"Copper Clamp! I want you to monitor her! Kill her if she behaves weirdly!" Long ordered. 

"Yes!" Copper Clamp’s eyes were filled with murder. Then, he quickly followed Demonic Fox. 

"Old Tortoise, do you think that Demonic Fox will betray us?" Long squinted and asked. 

"I can’t tell…After so many years, Chen Xiaobei is the only enemy that I have failed to analyze 

completely. He is one hell of an enemy!" Old Tortoise shook his head and said. 

"Eh?" 

Long was shocked. Then, he said, "Old Tortoise, you just said that Chen Xiaobei is one hell of an enemy! 

This is rare!" 

"Ghost Frog’s Hundred Ghosts Formation was useless against Chen…And, the seduction skill from 

Demonic Fox was useless against him as well…In other words, this guy is more powerful than we 

expected!" 

Old Tortoise paused for a while and said, "The scariest part is his strategy is that, regardless of Demonic 

Fox’s loyalty, he just managed to waste three days of our time!" 

"Damn it! I will go and kill that bastard in broad daylight if Six Door Organization is not monitoring us!" 

Long said angrily. 

"Master, please calm down." 

Old Tortoise consoled and said, "We are here for the tomb of the Yan Emperor. According to my intel, 

Six Doors Organization is looking into this matter as well. We will not get anything that can benefit us if 

they interfere with our plan!" 

"I know!" 

Long gritted, "I can crush this Chen Xiaobei easily if Six Doors Organization just stays out of my 

business!" 

...….. 

At the same time, Chen called Xiaoyao immediately when he got home. 



Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 302: Girl, You Are Too Na?ve 

"*sshole Xiaobei! It’s late at night, why the hell are you coming to my house? Are you going to do 

something bad to me?" 

At the North Mountain Mansion, Xiaoyao looked at Chen angrily with her hands covering her chest. It 

was as if she was getting ready to fight off some perv. 

"Stop being so narcissistic! I’m not interested in small buns!" Chen shrugged. 

"What small buns?" Xiaoyao was baffled. 

"Well! I think you should know that better than anyone else!" Chen held his laugh and looked pointedly 

at Xiaoyao’s chest. 

"*sshole! Who do you call small buns?! I’m going to kill you!" Xiaoyao got really angry. She lifted up her 

fists and charged at Chen. 

"Stop! I will stop teasing you! There is something serious I want to talk to you!" Chen dodged and tried 

to calm her down. 

"Psst! You are not even a serious person! I don’t think that you would come up with anything serious!" 

Xiaoyao said. 

She was still chasing after Chen. 

"Damn it! This girl really wants to beat me up! I’m going to show her some real power!" 

Chen raised his eyebrows and grabbed Xiaoyao’s punches with his hands. Then, Chen twisted her arms 

behind her back. 

"Eh? What just happened? Why are you so much stronger than me?" 

Xiaoyao struggled, and she found that she couldn’t swing Chen’s hands off. 

"Do you really think that you can defeat me after completing the breakthrough process? Girl, you are 

just too damn naïve! Wahahaha!" Chen laughed evilly. With the help of the Primordial Witch King 

Combat Enhancement Training, Chen’s combat power is always one thousand and five hundred more 

than Xiaoyao. Even though Chen and Xiaoyao had completed their breakthrough recently, Chen will 

always be more powerful than her. 

"Let me go! I’m not afraid of you even if you are stronger than me!" Xiaoyao struggled angrily. She 

looked like a small angry lion. 

*PIAK!* 

Xiaoyao’s face turned red immediately. She got even angrier. 

"Chen Xiaobei! You f*cking asshole! How dare you spank my ass! I’m going to kill you!" Xiaoyao shouted 

angrily. 

*PIAK!* 
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*PIAK!* 

*PIAK!* 

Chen held Xiaoyao’s wrists and continued to spank her ass with the other hand. 

"Errr…Ah…" 

Xiaoyao was moaning non-stop. The angry face was gone. It was now replaced with a shy face. At that 

moment, her face was as red as an overripe apple. She even started to perspire, and the smell of her 

fragrant body filled the air immediately. Her body went soft, and it was almost impossible for her to 

come up with any strength to free herself from Chen. 

Chen smiled evilly while taking in all her fragrant body smell. 

"How is it? Do you know that you are at fault now?" 

"I know I’m at fault now…Please stop spanking me…" Xiaoyao bit her lips and begged. Not too long ago, 

her *ss was kissed by Chen. Now, Chen had spanked her *ss again! To top it all, she is being forced to 

apologize to Chen. 

She thought, "God! What the hell happened to me?! Is Chen my Kryptonite? 

"Be gentler to me next time! If not, I will spank you until you turn from a lion to a kitty!" Chen raised his 

eyebrows and said arrogantly. 

"Okay…I know." Xiaoyao was frustrated, but there was nothing else that she could do except to nod her 

head. 

"Back to serious business!" 

Chen kept away his evil smile and put on a severe look, "I’ve come here to ask you to bring me to the 

Emperor Jade Seal!" 

Xiaoyao replied shockingly, "Can’t it wait until tomorrow morning?" 

"No! We are being targeted by the Hundred Beasts Faction! I’m afraid that things might get out of 

control!" 

"How did this happen?" 

Xiaoyao said in surprise, "Other than you, me and dad, no one else should know about it! Why are we 

being targeted by a faction from Dragon City?" 

"Wen Tiandou is the member of Hundred Beasts Faction! He should be the one who has told them 

about it!" 

Chen continued to say, "Now, we need to retrieve the Emperor Jade Seal first. Then, we will reveal the 

secret of the tomb to ourselves! After that, we are free from all form of worries!" 

"But…My period is still here…" Xiaoyao said embarrassingly. 



"I don’t care…You can wear a few more layers of pads in your underwear! Quick! I will wait for you 

here!" Chen hastened Xiaoyao. 

"..." Xiaoyao was speechless. She wanted to use the pads to slap Chen for his indifference. 

After that, both of them got on the journey to retrieve the Emperor Jade Seal. Actually, the location of 

the Emperor Jade Seal was not that far away from them. It was located at the top of North Mountain. 

Their journey was not as smooth as they thought it would be, because it was late at night and the paths 

were not easy to navigate. 

"Eh? The Yin Qi here is so concentrated!" 

Chen grew more cautious. They were walking in an old forest. Most of the trees were dead and crooked. 

There were not many leaves on those trees. They look like the shadows of monsters under the night sky. 

The rustling from the leaves could be heard when cold wind passed through those trees. It almost 

sounded like people crying and laughing. 

Xiaoyao could feel goosebumps all over her body. She said nervously, "*sshole Xiaobei! Stop that! I’m 

afraid of ghosts!" 

"I’m not talking shit! The Yin Qi is truly getting more and more concentrated as we get closer to the 

tomb!" 

Chen said thoughtfully, "Where is the hiding location of the Emperor Jade Seal? Is it possible for us to 

use another way to get to it?" 

"There’s no other way. There’s a grave about ten meters ahead of us. The Emperor Jade Seal is inside 

the grave…" 

Xiaoyao was freaking out more and more out. The cold wind kept creeping into Xiaoyao shirt. 

"Never mind. I think we should come during the day…" Chen maintained his calm and decided not to do 

anything rush. The Yin Qi ahead of them was more concentrated than the Yin Qi of the Hundred Ghosts 

Formation! The place in front of them might be the living place of some really powerful evil spirits. 

Without Pure Yang Items, they will be killed instantly! 

"Are you guys trying to leave this place? Not so easy!" 

The thing that Chen worried the most had come knocking at their doors. A creeping sound could be 

heard in front of them. After that, the trees around them started to shake violently. Through 

Netherspirit Battlescouter, Chen could see a stream of black Qi coming towards them. Then, it 

transformed into a pale white spirit. 

This spirit was different from the black spirits that Chen had encountered last time. This pale evil spirit 

looked exactly like a woman! Her eyes were bloody red, and her fangs were so long that they grew 

outside her mouth. Her evil presence froze the air instantly. Even Chen was fearful of her! 

"A pair of virgin couples! After ninety-nine years! Finally, I get to consume another pair of virgin couples! 

This is great! Hehehehe!" 

The evils laughed. The sound of the laughter pierced through the frozen air around them. 



Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 303: Secret Weapon 

"*sshole Xiaobei, what are you staring at? Let’s go…" 

Xiaoyao did not have Yin Yang Eyes, she did not know that there was a great deal of danger ahead of 

her. But, she did feel that something was not right. All she wanted to do right now was to leave this 

place. 

"Go now! I will stay behind and hold her off!" 

Chen looked in front of him and went into his hyper-alert mode. 

"Don’t even dream of leaving this place! I plan to consume the two of you together to get the maximum 

nutrients! Hehehe!" 

The evil spirit made some ear-piercing laugh and charged at them. 

"Let me start with this girl without Yin Yang Eyes!" 

*Fuhhh!* 

Black Qi surrounded both of the evil spirit's hands. Then, it transformed into a pair of sharp claws. 

Ding! 

[Cultivation: Three-Stars Evil Spirit, Health: Three-Stars Spirit, Combat power: 8000!] 

"Shit!" 

Chen was shocked. He quickly lifted Xiaoyao in his arms. 

"What are you doing? Put me down!" Xiaoyao was shocked and embarrassed at the same time. She was 

not that afraid anymore after she felt Chen’s body warmth. 

"Ah!!" 

Chen started to move at high speed. He used his Lightning Step to move to the side. 

*Crack!* 

The ground cracked open after Chen moved away from where he stood just now. It was as if someone 

had used a giant samurai sword to cut open the ground. Obviously, the evil spirit was trying to take their 

lives. This evil spirit must have mastered a skill like Ennead Unholy Spirit Claw since she could cause 

physical harm to tangible objects. Plus, her eight thousand combat power is definitely not something 

that one should fool around with! 

"God! What the hell just happened?" Xiaoyao was freaking out. She could not believe her eyes. The 

ground had just cracked open in front of her eyes, all of a sudden. Luckily, Chen had moved her away 

from where she stood just now. If not, her body would have been slashed into half! 

"Eh? This kid’s agility is really something! You are only at an early phase of Qi refining stage! You 

shouldn’t possess speed like that! How did you dodge my attack?" 
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At the same time, the evil spirit was shocked by Chen’s movement speed as well. She had thought that 

she could kill two of them with one hit. 

"How dare you, evil spirit! You know my physique is excellent! I’m warning you, don’t mess with me! If 

not, I will completely remove you from reality! You wouldn’t even have the chance to go through the 

reincarnation process!" Chen tried his best to act as calm as possible. At the same time, he also decided 

to come up with a good strategy to defeat this evil spirit. 

The evil spirit laughed after hearing Chen’s threat. 

"Hahaha…I’m not afraid of your threats! Garbage like you have no right to threaten me! What an 

arrogant, stupid asshole! If I were you, I would just stand there and let me consume you!" 

"Don’t be too confident! I might lose to you if you are a human! But, you are in spirit form. I still have a 

chance to take you down!" Chen said with determination. Actually, he had already come up with an idea 

to defeat this evil spirit. All he needed right now was a good opportunity! 

"*sshole Xiaobei…Who are you talking to? Please don’t try to scare me…" Xiaoyao pursed her lips. Her 

big and beautiful eyes were filled with fear. She leaned on Chen’s chest unconsciously. 

"Take off your pants now…Quick…" Chen hastened Xiaoyao. He did not have time to explain the 

situation to her. 

"What?" 

Xiaoyao was stunned. Then, she screamed, "You *sshole!! How dare you ask me to take off my pants at 

this creepy place? You are insane!" 

"It’s a life and death situation! I don’t have time to explain it to you! Take it off now!" Chen said 

nervously. Actually, Chen had the time to explain it to her, but he couldn’t do it. The evil spirit will know 

Chen’s plan if he says it out loud. Then, the whole plan would fall apart. 

"Psst! What kind of life and death situation? I know that you want to have sex with me! I will definitely 

not take off my pants here!" Xiaoyao struggled. 

"I’m sorry! But, you have to take it off now!" 

There was not much time left. He pressed Xiaoyao on the ground to make sure that she couldn’t run 

away from him. Xiaoyao was really freaking out. She thought Chen was going to force her to have sex 

with him. Also, she didn’t have the strength to resist him! 

"Xiaobei…Please don’t do this…We can go home and do it! Or, even in the car…Why must you do it 

here?" Xiaoyao said in an upset tone. 

"Damn! Can you not be so dirty? I’m not that kind of person!" Chen said seriously. Then, he put his 

hands inside Xiaoyao’s pants. 

"You are not that kind of person? You are an animal!" Xiaoyao’s eyes turned red. 

"Hehehe! Kid! What are you trying to do? Are you trying to lose your virginity before you die? Don’t 

even try! I will not allow you to break your virginity! Die now!" 



The evil spirit screamed and charged at Chen with her spirit claw. This time, her speed was far faster 

than her last hit. She opened up both of her arms, and the wingspan was two meters long! It managed 

to cover all the possible dodging areas. Needless to say, she wanted to make sure that she kills Chen this 

time. 

However, she was stunned the next second. Chen did not even try to dodge. He stood his ground 

without moving an inch. Within that split second, Chen took out his secret weapon to defeat the evil 

spirit. 

*PIAK!* 

Chen slapped the evil spirit with the blood-soaked sanitary napkin. 

"Ah!!! Ouch…Ouch…" 

The evil spirit screamed in agony. Then, white smoke started to come out from her face. It was as if the 

sanitary napkin was soaked with acid, not blood. It corroded the head of the evil spirit really rapidly. She 

gave up her attack and tried to take away the sanitary napkin from her head, but it corroded her claw as 

well. She was literally rolling on the ground in excruciating pain. 

"What…What the hell is going on? Why is my sanitary napkin flying around in the air? Is there an evil 

spirit here…?" 

Xiaoyao’s face turned pale when she saw what happened in front of her. She held on to Chen’s arm 

unconsciously. 

"You are right…There was an evil spirit here that tried to kill us just now…But, I managed to kill her first! 

Soon, she will be obliterated!" 

Chen sighed and explained, "Things like the pee of a male virgin and the blood of female virgins are the 

kryptonite of evil spirits! Luckily, you are still a virgin! If not, both of us would have been killed by her 

just now!" 

"So, it’s true…" Xiaoyao gulped, and she can feel the goosebumps growing on her again when she 

thought of the scene just now. After that, the cold wind stopped. But, the concentrated Yin Qi was still 

ahead of them! 

"Perhaps, there is some kind of Pure Yin Item ahead of us!" Chen took a good look and saw some green 

light. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 304: Pure Yin Spiritual Item 

"You can let me go now. It’s so hard to walk when you hug me this tight!" 

Chen tried to free his hands, but Xiaoyao refused to let them go. 

"I will not let go! You just said that there is some kind of Yin Item ahead, right?" Xiaoyao was like a koala 

bear. She was practically clinging onto Chen. Also, her eyes were filled with cautious. It was pretty 

obvious she was still in fear. 
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"I’m speechless…" 

Chen sighed and said, "Normally, you are pretty violent. Why are you acting like a scared kitty today?" 

"I’m a girl! It’s totally okay for me to be a scared kitty!" 

Xiaoyao hastened, "Just go and get the jade seal! I don’t want to stay at this creepy place any longer!" 

Both of them sped up, and they arrived at the tomb within minutes. 

"Stop! There is a Yin Item here!" 

Chen’s face turned serious. 

"What happened? Please don’t scare me again…" Xiaoyao was getting really afraid. Then, she proceeded 

to hug Chen even tighter now. Without Yin Yang Eyes, Xiaoyao couldn’t even see the spooky scene in 

front of her. There was an incense burner under the tomb. It was surrounded by dark green light. So, 

this is the source of the concentrated Yin Qi that Chen had felt earlier. Also, there’s a high chance that 

this incense burner is the source of strength for that evil spirit just now. 

Although Xiaoyao did not have Yin Yang eyes, her current cultivation allowed her to feel the flow of Qi 

around her. Soon, she felt that something was not right. 

"I can feel there is Qi around us! It’s very concentrated and cold…" 

"That incense burner is a Pure Yin Spiritual Item!" 

Chen already knew what was going on. He explained, "This incense burner contains a stream of 

concentrated Yin Qi! Unfortunately, ordinary humans can’t utilize this Yin Qi to train themselves. The 

person might lose control of himself/herself if this stream of Yin Qi enters his/her body." 

"Pure Yin Spiritual Item?" 

Xiaoyao was very nervous. Then, she said weakly, "Don’t touch that thing…Let’s retrieve the jade seal 

and leave this place for good…" 

"No way I’m going to leave this incense burner here." 

Chen pursed his lips and said, "The amount of Qi inside this incense burner is no less than that of the 

Yap Family’s Flaming Cloud Spiritual Pendant! I have to take this with me!" 

Then, Chen walked towards the incense burner. 

"*sshole Xiaobei! Please be careful!" Xiaoyao clenched her fists and said. She did not have the guts to 

get close to the incense burner. 

"Why do I not feel the coldness of this Yin Qi?" 

He squatted in front of the incense burner and thought to himself, "Last time, I did not feel the hotness 

of Flaming Cloud Spiritual Pendant when I absorbed its Qi! It was a fire attribute item…Should I try to 

absorb some of its Yin Qi?" 



After that, Chen started to absorb the Yin Qi into his body. The next second, Chen could feel the Yin Qi 

flowing into his body! 

"Eh? The Yin Qi did not stay in my body, thanks to the Scripture of Heaven and Earth!" Chen found 

something out after he quietened himself down to feel the changes in his body. The Yin Qi had filtered 

out by the Dragon Force. Only pure and clean Qi is allowed to remain inside his body. 

"Item from The Prime of Tongtian is the best! Now, I can absorb all kind of Qi since the Scripture of 

Heaven and Earth can help me filter out the elements that might cause harm to my body! This is 

awesome!" Chen was really excited. Then, he proceeded to drain on the Yin Qi from the incense burner. 

After that, he could feel his body being filled with Qi. Chen used the Qi that he had absorbed last time to 

work on Primordial Witch King Combat Enhancement Training. This time, he planned to use this Qi to 

work on his cultivation. His combat power will increase tremendously if he fully utilizes it! 

"Flatboard! I’m done here!" 

Chen turned around and asked, "How are we going to retrieve the jade seal? 

"I will kill you if you call me flatboard again!" Xiaoyao stared at Chen angrily. Unfortunately, she couldn’t 

defeat Chen. If not, she would have definitely beaten him up right now! 

"Take out the sandalwood rosary beads that my dad gave you earlier!" Xiaoyao said. 

"I have it with me!" Chen took it out from his pocket. 

"There’s a slot for you to put in the rosary beads behind the tomb. Put it in and turn it in the clockwise 

direction!" Xiaoyao said. 

Chen nodded and did it immediately. There was a circular slot behind the tomb. It looked like it had 

been formed naturally. However, the rosary beads managed to slide into the slot perfectly. After that, 

Chen pressed on the rosary beads and started to turn it in a clockwise direction. 

*Hum!* 

The sound of the cogs grinding could be heard. Then, a hidden compartment was unlocked behind the 

tomb. There lay the Yan Dynasty Emperor Jade Seal! 

"That’s awesome! The hidden compartment is really well-designed! I don’t think those experts at 

unlocking stuff can unlock this hidden compartment!" Chen was shocked. Then, he took the jade seal. 

"Of course!" 

Xiaoyao pursed her lips and said, "The thing in your hand can cause hundreds and thousands of lives to 

be lost! It must be kept in a place that can’t be unlocked easily!" 

"Let’s leave this place and figure out the secret within it! People will not fight for it when they find that 

the good stuff inside the tomb is gone!" Chen said. 

"Okay!" 



Xiaoyao nodded. After that, they went straight into Murong Tian’s reading room. Xiaoyao turned off the 

ceiling lamp and turned on the desk lamp. 

"Hand me the jade seal and the Green Jade Safety Pendant." Xiaoyao opened up her palm. Then, Chen 

handed her the two items that she requested. The desk lamp might look ordinary. But, the light could 

penetrate those two items that were made of jade. Something magical happened the next second. Just 

like a projector, a map was displayed on the wall when the light penetrated those two items. 

"Damn! This is so magical!" Chen was shocked. Xiaoyao quickly took a map of Green Vine City and 

started to examine it. She had known this secret since she was a kid. Thus, she was fully prepared for 

this important day. 

"This is the location of the tomb of Emperor Yan!" 

Xiaoyao combined the modern map in her hand and the ancient map that was being projected on the 

wall. Then, she circled the location of the tomb. 

"Chen Village?" 

Chen was stunned. He did not expect the location of the tomb to be at the ravine near Chen Village. 

Nobody lived there, but the ravine is still under the jurisdiction of Chen Village. 

"Do you know that place?" Xiaoyao asked seriously. 

"Yes. I know that place. It’s close to my hometown…" 

Chen nodded. He felt like that something special was going to happen soon. 

"Alright! Keep the jade seal and the safety pendant! We should go there as soon as possible!" Xiaoyao 

said. 

*Vibrate…* 

Chen’s cell phone vibrated all of a sudden. He was almost scared to death. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 305: Fatal Eavesdrop 

"Keep everything and let’s head out!" 

Chen put away the safety pendant and jade seal and pulled Xiaoyao outside quickly. At the same time, 

Chen placed his finger in front of his lips and to indicate Xiaoyao not to make any noise. Both of them 

ran to the garden immediately. 

Then, Chen let go of Xiaoyao and answered the call. It was pretty obvious that the cellphone did not 

belong to Chen. It belonged to the junior officer of Xia Door Organization; Bao Linshuang! They didn’t 

know that Bao was already dead. Thus, Chen has to carry this cellphone with him all the time. His 

cellphone rang right after they had talked about the location of the tomb. Thus, Chen suspected that 

there were bugs inside Xiaoyao Tian’s reading room. 
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Six Door Organization is a special organization that was formed to deal with Jianghu matters. Thus, it’s 

not surprising that they have used different kind of methods to get the intel that they want. Planting 

bugs would be one of the best methods of collecting intel without people knowing it. 

"What took you so long to pick up the call?" 

A stern voice could be heard from the other side of the cellphone. It was Bao’s boss! 

"I’m really sorry for keeping you waiting…" Chen transformed his voice to Bao’s voice. This was the first 

time for Xiaoyao to see Chen transforming his voice. She was really shocked. Luckily, this girl knew the 

call was really serious. Thus, she did not make a single noise at all. 

"Listen carefully! I have a brand-new mission for you! You have to do this with Luo Puti!" 

The chief inspector said, "I want you to get the Yan Dynasty Jade Seal and Wen Family’s Green Jade 

Safety Pendant from Chen Xiaobei and Murong Xiaoyao! You are allowed to kill in this mission! I will not 

tolerate any failure!" 

"I understand!" Chen answered loudly. At the same time, Chen’s face became really grave. His guess was 

correct. Murong Tian would have never expected his reading room to be bugged by Six Doors 

Organization. This misstep could ruin Chen’s plans completely. Luckily, Chen was here to save the world. 

It was a mistake for the chief inspector to assign the mission to Bao and Luo. 

Luo had already decided to leave Six Doors Organization long time ago, and Bao was in hell right now. In 

other words, no one is going to execute this mission! On the other hand, Chen and Xiaoyao will have 

enough to prepare themselves for the attack of their enemies. After that, Chen told everything to 

Xiaoyao. 

"My dad asked me to follow whatever you say before he left me…So, what should we do now?" Xiaoyao 

pursed her lips and looked at Chen reliably. 

"First, you have to stay in the school hostel. Second, it’s better that we don’t talk about the tomb over 

our cellphones!" 

"Okay…" Xiaoyao nodded. 

"That should be all for now…I want to discuss the rest of the matter with Luo Puti as well!" Chen said. 

... 

At Six Doors Organization, the chief inspector received an unusual call. 

"Why did you disobey me?" A modified, machinic voice could be heard from the other side of the call. 

"Why did you say so? Mr. Poseidon." The chief inspector gulped. His eyes were filled with fear. 

"You are the one that gave the order just now! Don’t ask me stupid questions! Have you forgotten I’m 

watching and listening to you all the time?" Poseidon said. 

"Of course, I remember that!" 



The chief inspector was stunned. Then, he said weakly, "I thought that it was your will to get our hands 

on the Yan Dynasty Emperor Jade Seal and the Green Jade Safety Pendant?" 

"Fool! How dare you assume my thoughts!" Poseidon shouted. 

"I’m really sorry…Please forgive me…Please tell me how to deal with this matter," The chief inspector 

asked fearfully. His voice was shaking. 

After a short pause, Poseidon said coldly, "I want you to tell the location of the tomb to everyone! Let 

the whole Jianghu know about it!" 

"May…May I ask, why?" 

The chief inspector said fearfully, "Everyone will come to Green Vine City once they know about the 

location of the tomb! A lot of people will die because of it!" 

"That is exactly my plan!" 

Poseidon laughed coldly and said, "I will be most delighted when I see you Chinese monkeys die in front 

of me! Especially those guys from Jianghu! It will be perfect if all of them die!" 

The chief inspector was speechless after hearing Poseidon’s reply. This mysterious Poseidon person is 

from another country. His evil plans were threatening the security of China! 

"I will send a name list to you later." 

Poseidon continues to say, "I will give you the names of those fools who always disobey me in Six Doors 

Organization! Send all these guys to fight the Jianghu people during the war for the tomb! I want all of 

them to die! Then, I will send some of my people to fill the empty positions!" 

"Yes…I understand!" The chief inspector was getting more and more freaked out. This Poseidon is really 

vicious. He was always one step ahead of his enemies. It’s really hard to neutralize his plans all at once. 

If the war for the tomb happens according to Poseidon’s plan, the whole Jianghu and Six Doors 

Organization would suffer catastrophic damage. 

Six Doors Organization would take the heavier blow! Poseidon will have full control of Six Doors 

Organization when all the patriotic youngsters are killed in the war! Sooner or later, the whole country 

will start to fall apart, piece by piece. 

...….. 

It was late at night, but it didn’t stop Chen from going to Luo’s place. She couldn’t fall back to sleep after 

taking the mission from the chief inspector. All kinds of thoughts started to creep into her mind. She was 

so deep in thought to the point that she forgot to change her clothes. She quickly opened the door for 

Chen when Chen knocked on her door. 

Her hair was messy. Also, she was wearing a light purple, silky, semi transparent pajama. Her boobies 

were half shown. It was enough to make every man go crazy! 

"My lady…Why are you seducing me? I don’t think this is appropriate!" Chen scratched his nose tip. He 

could feel his whole body burning hot. It was as if his nose was going to bleed anytime soon! 



"*sshole! Come in!" 

Luo took a look at Chen and quickly went back to her room to put on a jacket. That beautiful scenery 

was gone now! 

"You know why I’m here, right? We are on the same line right now! I would like to know your opinion on 

this matter!" Chen said directly. 

"I’ve thought of a perfect solution!" Luo said confidently. 
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Chapter 306: Luo Puti; The Brainiac 

"People will die for money, and birds will die for food!" 

Luo went on to say sternly, "You have to give up all the treasure in the tomb if you want Six Doors 

Organization to turn away from you!" 

"Is that your perfect solution? Please don’t kid around with me!" 

Chen rolled his eyes and said, "Let’s not talk about the treasure inside the tomb first! The things inside 

the tomb are the heirloom of Murong Family! What are they going to think of me if I tell them that I’m 

going to give up on this task of helping them?!" 

Needless to ask, Chen had put so much effort into this task to prove himself to the Murong Family. He 

didn’t want to disappoint them with the trust that they had placed in him. Besides that, Chen could still 

clearly remember what Murong Tian said before the monks kidnaped him; Chen might be a nobody 

now, but he will definitely be the kind of person that can cause a stir in Jianghu in the future! 

He will never forget the stare of Murong Tian when he said those things. Murong Tian had such high 

hopes on Chen. Thus, Chen will never give up on this task! 

"Then, what’s your plan?" Luo looked at Chen and asked. 

"I’m planning to get whatever that is inside the tomb as soon as possible! Then, nobody will be 

interested in the tomb anymore!" 

"I thought you are smarter than that! Do you really think that they will stop looking for the thing inside 

the tomb once they find out that the tomb is empty?" 

Luo frowned and continued to say seriously, "Basically, you are telling everyone that you have 

everything in the tomb if you follow your plan! By that time, Six Doors Organization and the whole 

Jianghu will come after your *ss! They will try all kind of methods to force to give them what you found 

in the tomb! The worst part is that no one will know exactly what’s inside the tomb! They will not stop 

torturing you, even after you give them everything! Also, they will come after your family and friends!" 

Luo saw the whole picture clearly. Within few minutes, Luo had managed to point out all the flaws of 

Chen’s plan. 

"Damn! The one who is in the game is blind, while a bystander sees everything! Luckily, I came and 

discussed this matter with you first! If not, I would have already executed this stupid plan!" 
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"I’m glad that you understand the risk of your plan!" 

Luo continued to say, "Now, you should give up on your task first. Let me take over this matter. Then, I 

will assign some officials to deal with this matter! After that, the whole Jianghu will know that you do 

not have the treasure with you! I don’t think that anyone in the Jianghu would have the balls to take it 

from the country! In the end, you do not have to worry about this matter anymore." 

"I have to say that this is one perfect plan! But, a promise is a promise! I will not break the promise that I 

made because of some mess! This is my principle!" Chen nodded and said. 

"What a dumb ass!" 

Luo stared at Chen and went on to say, "Didn’t I just tell you that no one knows what’s inside the 

tomb?!" 

"Erm…" 

Chen was dumb. He finally knew Luo’s true plan, "I got it! You want me to take possession of the most 

important thing in the tomb while handing over all the other useless items to the government! After all, 

no one knows what’s inside the tomb! Great! What a great plan! You should have told me that just 

now!" 

"*Cough!* I didn’t come up with this evil plan! You are the one who came up with this evil plan! I’m a 

government servant! I will not teach others to do bad things!" Luo said seriously. 

"Oh…My goddess! You are so adorable!" 

Chen continued to say happily, "Thank you so much for your help! I’m willing to offer myself to you as a 

form of gratitude!" 

"Hold on!" 

Luo stared at Chen and said coldly, "You rescued me from Bao last time! I’m paying back the favor to 

you now! So, you don’t have to show me any gratitude!" 

"My Luo Goddess! Honestly speaking, I’m getting more and more fond of your character! You might be 

an Ice Demon Queen, but I know your heart is actually warm! You are so full of justice! Also, you are 

very loyal to your friends!" 

"Stop licking my boots! I will not be affected by it!" 

Luo continued to say, "Back to other serious business! Now that we have a plan, next, we need some 

witnesses to make your deception look real to others!" 

"Now, you are teaching me to do bad things!" Chen smiled and said evilly. 

"I thought you said that I’m a good friend!" Luo said. 

"Hehe! It seems that my bootlicking is pretty effective!" Chen grinned. 

"Do you want to hear me out? If not, I shall go back to my sleep!" Luo said. 

"I’m all ears! Please teach me, Luo Master!" Chen said. 



Luo continued to say, "There are five to six small factions in Green Vine City! They will be the witnesses! 

I want them to witness me taking charge of this tomb matter! Now, we have witnesses and things from 

the tomb as well! The whole thing will be set in stone! There will be no more changes!" 

"Damn! My sister! You are awesome!" Chen said shockingly. 

"Okay…The plan is now set in stone since you agree to it! I will spread the news in two to three days 

time! I will inform you once I get everything done!" 

Chen gave Luo a thumbs up and complimented, "I’m pretty sure you are the smartest woman among all 

those good-looking ladies! You must be the most beautiful woman among all those smart women!" 

"This is no big deal!" 

Luo raised her chin and said proudly, "You wouldn’t be so shocked if you know my nickname in Dragon 

City!" 

"Your nickname? What will that be? What will that be?" Chen asked curiously. 

"Luo Puti; The Brainiac!" 

After that, Luo got up and walked to her bedroom. With the way she walked, she definitely looked like 

some kind of master! 

Chen sat stunned there for some time. Then, he smacked his thighs and said, "Damn! Who gave you that 

nickname?! That is so cool!" 

*POM!* 

The door of Luo’s bedroom slammed shut. 

"This woman is almost perfect! It’s just sometimes she can be really cold towards others!" 

Chen pursed his lips and smiled evilly, "The Almighty Luo Puti, I will conquer you someday!" 

... 

The path of conquering Luo Puti is going to be long and tough. After that, Chen went home to have a 

good rest as well. It was a long night; thus, Chen woke up in the afternoon. He decided to get on with his 

training with the Qi that he acquired yesterday after cleaning himself. 

Suddenly, Chen’s cell phone rang. It was Jing Fei. Chen was shocked after hearing what Jing Fei told him. 

"Bro Bei! Come to the shop! Someone wants to buy our most expensive jade products!" 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 307: I Have The Power 

This is going to be insane! The Fire Dragon in The Sky costs two hundred and fifty million. On the other 

hand, Sky, Plum Blossoms, Orchid, Bamboo and Chrysanthemum cost one hundred fifty million! That’s a 

total of four hundred million! Currently, Chen had five hundred and fifty-nine million in his bank 

account. This four hundred million is more than two thirds of his total wealth! 
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He never expected someone to actually buy it. This buyer is no ordinary person! Lan Family and Wu 

Family had a total wealth of five billion each. That is the value of their real estate and businesses. None 

of them had four hundred million dollars in cash with them! 

In other words, the buyer who is capable of digging out four hundred million in cash is definitely insanely 

rich. Also, his/her status in the society must be very high up and respectable. Chen prepared himself 

mentally before he headed to the jewelry shop, but he was still shocked by what he saw. 

There were three Audi cars in front of his shop. Also, four muscular body guards were standing outside 

his shop. 

Ding! 

[Cultivation: Early phase of Qi refining stage, Health: 5000, Combat power: 5000!] 

"What the hell! Elites like this are working as bodyguards?" 

Chen couldn’t believe what he just saw. All these bodyguards are as powerful as Murong Tian and the 

Mid-Level Ninjas in Japan! There’s only one Murong Tian in Green Vine City! There are only three Mid-

Level Ninja in Meichuan Family! 

Now, four five-thousand combat power bodyguards were standing in front of Chen’s shop! Is this some 

kind of joke? 

"There will always be someone more powerful than us! Green Vine City is still too small for me to 

unleash my full potential…" Chen thought and sighed. Then, he calmed himself down and walked 

towards the front entrance of his shop. 

Those four bodyguards stopped Chen from entering his shop. After informing the buyers, Jing Fei came 

out and brought Chen into his shop. 

"Who the hell is the buyer? The whole thing makes me think that the emperor is paying a visit to my 

shop!" Chen asked in a soft voice. He was not happy with the treatment that he had received earlier. 

"I’m not too sure as well…I know that the buyer came all the way from Dragon City! There’s a high 

chance that the buyer is some kind of high-ranking military personnel!" Jing Fei said softly. 

"Where is the buyer? Bring me there." Chen frowned and said. 

"He’s in the VIP room…" Jing Fei said. 

"Mr. Chen! We met again!" 

An old man that looked familiar smiled at Chen once Chen stepped into the VIP room. 

"Elder Han? It’s you!" Chen said shockingly. He never expected that he would see the well-respected 

politician; Han Xiannian in his shop! 

"Mr. Chen, please don’t get me wrong. I’m not the buyer. I’m here to keep the buyer company. This is 

the real buyer…" 

Han bowed down slightly and opened up his palm to introduce the old man that sat on the sofa. 



"This is Elder Cao! He comes from Dragon City! He is the buyer who wants to buy all your jade 

sculptures!" 

"Good day, Elder Cao!" Chen was acting really politely. Then, he took a quick look at this old man. There 

was not much hair on his head. It was all white. Besides that, he looked really old. He was wearing a set 

of black traditional Chinese clothes. It looked as if he had been weighed down by his age. Other than 

that, he looked really humble and peaceful. There was absolutely no sense of pressure from a high-

ranking personnel coming out from him. 

There was really nothing special about his physical appearance. Even an idiot will know that he is some 

kind of important and powerful person from they way Elder Han treated him and the kind of bodyguards 

that he hired! 

"Mr. Chen, good day to you too." He nodded at Chen. This Elder Cao did not put on any bureaucratic 

airs. 

"Grandad! Emergency!" 

A young man came into the VIP room and handed a special cell phone to Elder Cao. He took a look at the 

screen of the cell. But, there were no emotional changes on his face. Elder Han paid attention to Elder 

Cao and knew that he didn’t want to talk about whatever that he saw on the cell phone screen. 

"Mr. Chen, allow me to introduce this young man to you. He is the eldest grandkid of Elder Cao; Cao 

Zhenyang." Elder Han quickly changed the topic. 

Mr. Cao, nice to meet you." Chen greeted him politely and observed him at the same time. As compared 

to Elder Cao, this young man gave out an entirely different sense of presence. He was sharp and 

dominant. The pride of being high-ranking personnel was oozing out form him. Besides that, he was 

wearing a set of black Chinese traditional clothes with him as well. The only difference was that he had 

an incredibly precious jade thumb ring with him. Through the Eight Diagram Qi Observation Skill, Chen 

can see this thumb ring was surrounded by golden purple Qi. In other words, the item was an extremely 

valuable antique! Also, through Netherspirit Battlescouter, Chen could see that this thumb ring was 

emitting golden light! This is the unique characteristic of a Pure Yang Item! 

Most people would have kept this kind of item in a very safe place. But, this young man chose to wear it 

on him. Chen was really impressed by it. 

"Zhenyang, let me introduce this young man to you. This is…" 

Elder Han was interrupted by Cao Zhenyang while pointing at Chen. 

"Save it. I will not remember this kind of small-timer anyway." Cao Zhenyang said. He didn’t even look at 

Chen. 

On the other hand, Elder Han was placed in a very awkward position. He didn’t even know what to say 

anymore. Chen and Jing Fei were very unhappy with his attitude as well. Both of them wanted to slap 

him really hard. 

In the end, Elder Cao decided to say something to melt the awkward situation. He said in a deep voice, 

"Zhenyang! Where are your manners?! This is Mr. Chen; the owner of this jewelry shop!" 



Cao Zhengyang was stunned. He did not dare to upset his grandad. Thus, he was forced to say, "Mr. 

Chen! Nice to meet you!" 

"Let’s get back to business!" 

Chen suppressed his frustration and said earnestly, "Elder Cao, are you really planning to purchase my 

Fire Dragon in The Sky and Sky, Plum Blossoms, Orchid, Bamboo and Chrysanthemum jade sculptures?" 

"What do you mean by that?! My grandad is a busy man! Do you really think that he will waste his time 

to come here to fool around with you?" Cao Zhenyang shouted. 

"I didn’t mean that…" Chen explained himself. 

Then, Cao Zhenyang interrupted him, "Do you really think that the Cao Family can’t come up with four 

hundred million?! Are you planning to raise the price now? Don’t you dare try to con my grandad!" 

"Can you let me finish the thing that I want to say? Do you know how to respect others?" Chen retorted. 

Once again, Chen was interrupted by him again, "Respect? Garbage like you is not worthy of any 

respect! You should feel honored that we came to your shop to purchase your jade sculptures! You are 

talking all kinds of shit here! Where is your gratitude? It seems like, you are not interested in this trade 

anymore!" 

"You are right! I’m not going to sell these jade sculptures to you guys anymore!" Chen exploded. 

Everyone was shocked inside the VIP room after hearing Chen’s decision. 

What…What did you just say?!" Cao Zhenyang said shockingly. He couldn’t believe what he just heard. 

"Jing Fei, please escort our guests to the exit!" Chen chased them out without reasoning with them any 

further. 

"Son of the bitch! Such an arrogant attitude! No one ever treated us the way in Dragon City!" Cao 

Zhenyang gritted his teeth and said angrily. 

"I don’t know about Dragon City! But, this is Green Vine City! Whatever I say is going to be set in stone!" 

Chen said arrogantly. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 308: Betting My Life On Acting Cool 

The sentence, "Whatever I say is going to be set in stone," managed to present the true meaning of 

arrogance. Chen was definitely the one and only person outside Dragon City who has the balls to speak 

to Cao Zhenyang this way! Elder Han and Jing Fei were completely in shock. Both of them have seen a 

lot of arrogant people, but they have not seen people who are as arrogant as Chen! Elder Cao was 

planning to stop them from arguing initially, but he was curious to see how Chen was going to play out 

in this situation. Since Elder Cao decided not to speak out, Cao Zhenyang spoke whatever that was in his 

mind. 

"Bastard! How are you! Those who said those lines before are all in hell now!" Cao Zhenyang stared at 

Chen angrily. He looked completely murderous. Elder Han and Jing Fei's heart were jumping up and 

down after sensing that Chao Zhenyang had turned into a beast. Both of them feared for Chen. 
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"Who are you trying to scare?!" 

Chen continued to say fearlessly, "This is a society with laws! Even princes have to go to jail if they break 

the law! Elder Cao and Elder Han are here! I dare you to hurt me! Stop acting like you are some kind of 

almighty person!" 

"I…" Cao was furious. His face turned red the next second. Killing someone is nothing to him, but he 

wouldn't dare to kill someone publicly. Not in front of his granddad, especially! 

He had threatened to kill Chen earlier on but there's nothing that he can do now. He felt as if Chen just 

landed a slap on his face. 

"There's no you here! Get the hell out from my shop now! I will not deal with you anymore!" Chen said 

coldly. 

"Mr. Chen, please stop talking…" Elder Han said nervously. On the other hand, Jing Fei was all sweaty. 

Chen might be powerful, but going against the Cao Family is simply suicidal! 

"Okay! I'll give face to Elder Han! Let me say one last thing!" 

Chen raised his eyebrows and said seriously, "Apologize to me right now or get the hell out from my 

shop! Your choice!" 

"Apologize to you? You must be out of your damn mind! Do you still want to live?" Cao was furious. He 

lifted up his hand and wanted to slap Chen. He decided that he must teach Chen a lesson even though 

he is not allowed to kill him here. 

*Fuhhh…* 

The sound of the wind could be heard as the palm traveled to Chen's face! It was pretty obvious that 

Cao Zhenyang is a powerful elite as well. His slap could definitely destroy one's face easily. 

"Shit…" Jing Fei shouted unconsciously. On the other hand, Elder Han closed his eyes unintentionally as 

well. He didn't dare to watch this brutal scene. However, Chen was standing there with no intention of 

dodging the attack. He didn't even flinch. 

"Stop!" 

Elder Cao finally spoken out when the slap had almost landed on Chen's face. There was nothing Cao 

Zhenyang can do but to obey his grandad. This was his instinct. The slap stopped, and it was one 

centimeter away from Chen's face. 

*Fuhhh…* 

The wind that came along with slap landed on Chen's hair. However, he was still as steady as a huge 

mountain. He was calm, and he was not afraid of Cao Zhenyang at all. 

"Interesting!" 

Elder Cao said with a smile on his face, "I have seen a lot of arrogant young men! But, you are the first 

one that managed to remain calm even though my grandkid was so close to landing a slap on your face!" 



"Elder Cao, I'm not worthy of your compliment!" Chen shook and said. 

"Your calmness has won me over! You are definitely worthy of my compliment!" Elder Cao squinted and 

looked at Chen. The rest of the people were shocked after hearing Elder Cao's complimenting Chen. 

Chen was not even moved when Cao Zhenyang lifted up his hand and slapped Chen. But, Elder Cao 

couldn't help it but stopped his grandkid from landing a slap on Chen's face. Thus, Chen's calm was 

definitely better than Elder Cao. 

"I'm really curious. How can you be so calm? Are you really not afraid of Zhenyang at all?" Elder Cao has 

seen all kind of people in his life. But, this was his very first time encountering a person like Chen! 

Chen did not reply Elder Cao. He took a quick look at Cao Zhenyang instead. 

Ding! 

[Cultivation: Pinnacle phase of Qi refining stage, Health: 20000, Combat power: 20000!] 

The upgraded version of the Netherspirit Battlescouter allows Chen to ignore Pure Yang Item and 

analyze a person. He was shocked when he got to know Cao Zhenyang's combat power and cultivation! 

Pinnacle phase of the Qi refining stage! 

20000 combat power! 

Chen knew that Cao Zhenyang is a powerful elite, but he did not expect him to be this powerful! 

Compared to Chen's six thousand and five hundred combat power, it was impossible for Chen to defeat 

him! 

"Are you a mute? Say what you want to say? Don't be shy!" Cao Zhenyang said. Hot temperness is 

Chen's nature. Faced with Cao Zhenyang's taunting, he really wanted to slap his face right now. 

"Hehe…You? I don't think you can hurt me at all! So, why should I afraid of you?" Chen said and laughed 

condescendingly. 

"I can't hurt you? Haha! This is the stupidest and funniest joke that I have heard in my entire life!" 

Cao Zhenyang continued to say coldly, "I can destroy your head with my slap if I put my mind to doing 

it!" 

"What if you can't destroy my head with one slap?" Chen asked calmly. 

"What if?" Cao Zhenyang stared at Chen coldly. He felt like Chen was challenging him. 

"I will chop off my head and let you kick around like a ball if I can't destroy your head with one slap!" 

Cao Zhenyang said confidently. 

"Alright! Let's bet!" Chen said. 

"Huh?!" Cao Zhenyang was stunned. He did not expect Chen to be serious about this. He did not expect 

Chen will challenge him. 



"Mr. Chen! This is not a joke!" Elder Han quickly talked Chen out of it. Things would get really 

complicated if someone dies here! 

"Boss! Is your mind okay? Do you have a high fever? Do you want me to send you to the hospital? Your 

health is more important than this business!" Jing Fei said nervously. He wanted to look for some 

excuses to get Chen out of this situation. 

However, Chen did not plan to take their advice. 

"Kid! Do you know what you are about to face?" 

Cao Zhenyang looked at Chen and shouted, "This whole acting cool act is going to cost your life!" 

"You are talking too much! Do you want to bet or not? Don't dilly dally around like a pussy!" Chen said. 

"Motherf*cker! How dare you say that I'm a pussy?" 

Cao Zhenyang was really angry now. He turned around and said in a deep voice, "Grandad! You've 

taught me since young that I must always act like a real man! I cannot take this bastard's taunting 

anymore!" 

Elder Cao swung his hand, looked at Chen and said, "Mr. Chen, I'm not going to say stop this time." 

"That's totally fine, as long as someone can stick to his promise!" Chen said calmly. It was as if he had 

everything under his control. 
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"I will lose? I think that you are dreaming!" 

Cao Zhenyang raised his chin said confidently, "Let me tell you the truth! My cultivation is at the 

pinnacle phase of the Qi refining stage! You should be honored to be killed by me!" 

"What? Pinnacle phase of Qi refining stage?" Jing Fei was shaking in fear after knowing Cao’s cultivation. 

His legs and arms went soft. Sweat started rolling down his body as well. As a Jianghu guy, he knew the 

true meaning behind the pinnacle phase of the Qi refining stage! Powerful elites like him have already 

mastered how to utilize Qi. Other than that, he is a master of a different martial art as well! 

In Dragon City, he can be considered as a compelling individual! Outside Dragon City, he is practically 

undefeatable! 

"Boss…Please don’t freak me out…What am I going to tell your parents if something bad happens to 

you?" Jing Fei said nervously. All he could do right now is use Chen’s family to talk him out of this bet. 

Elder Han was extremely worried as well. He advised Chen, "Mr. Chen. You should back down. Zhenyang 

will not do anything to you with me here. Don’t just throw away your life like that!" 

"Elder Han! Talk no more! I will not listen to you this time!" 

Cao said, "This kid kept on pushing my limit! I cannot take it anymore! I will not let him go even if he 

kneels down in front of me and begs for my forgiveness!" Elder Han felt extremely embarrassed. Cao 
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Zhenyang was practically slapping his face by disrespecting him. Now, he was really hoping that Chen 

wins this bet and avenges him. 

On the other hand, it’s easy to hope for something, but it’s normally hard to achieve it in reality. To him, 

it was impossible for Chen to win in this bet. He is going to die today if he still refuses to listen to his 

advice. 

However, Chen’s state of mind was not shaken at all. He said impatiently, "Quick! I’m a busy man! I 

don’t want to waste my time here!" 

*Blargghh…* 

Jing Fei and Elder Han almost vomited blood after hearing Chen’s words. In the end, Chen did not even 

listen to their advice. They were pretty sure that Chen was going to lose his life today. Elder Cao was 

looking forward to what Chen was going to do. He was pretty sure that Chen was not a suicidal idiot. 

Besides that, he wanted to find out how Chen is going to defend the attack from Cao Zhenyang. 

"Bastard! It seems like you can’t wait to enter hell! I shall grant your wish!" 

At the same time, Cao Zhenyang was ready to slap Chen! This time, Cao Zhenyang was going to imbue Qi 

in his slap. The Qi from an elite with pinnacle phase of Qi refining stage is really potent and 

concentrated. Thus, others would see the Qi with their naked eyes. A stream of purple Qi surrounded 

Cao Zhenyang’s hand like a snake. 

"Oh God! What kind of speed is that?" Jing Fei and Elder Han shouted at the same time. In their eyes, 

Cao Zhenyang’s slap was so fast that it had turned into a ray of purple light. It looked more like a hand 

knife than a slap! 

"It seems like he was holding back before this…I don’t think anyone outside of Dragon City can take this 

attack…" 

Amateurs might not be able to see the power of this slap. But, experienced people like Elder Cao knew 

precisely how powerful was this slap. At the same time, he was looking forward to Chen’s method of 

neutralizing this attack! Either this Chen Xiaobei was an idiot or the real deal! 

"Die now!!! Haha…Eh?!" 

Cao Zhenyang laughed hysterically when he saw his slap almost landing on Chen face. However, his 

laughter completely stopped the next second. He was stunned. The rest of the people in the room were 

completely stunned as well! A baffling scene was presented in front of them. 

Pinnacle phase of Qi refining stage! 

20000 combat power! 

The power of that slap was equivalent to eight thousand pounds of pure force! Theoretically speaking, 

Chen should have been delivered to the wall beside him by the force of it. There should be hole in the 

wall as well! But, Chen was standing at where he stood earlier. Even his hair remained in its original 

position! 



"How…How is this possible? Maybe Cao Zhenyang stopped his attack last second." Elder Han was just an 

amateur. Thus, he did know what that had just happened. The rest of the people in the room knew 

exactly what just happened a moment ago. 

"No! Cao Zhenyang did not stop his attack! He used all his force to attack my boss!" Jing Fei said 

confidently. 

"This is unbelievable…Unbelievable…" Elder Cao stood up from the sofa. Then, he pushed Cao Zhenyang 

aside and took a good look at Chen. He could not believe that Chen was not harmed by Cao Zhenyang’s 

attack at all! 

"Mr. Chen! How did you neutralize his attack?!" 

"Was it the Golden Bell Iron Skin from the Golden Dragon Temple? How old are you? It’s impossible for 

you to have mastered this skill!" 

"Mr Chen! Which faction are you from? Who is your Sifu? Your Sifu must be some kind of legendary 

elite!" 

"Mr. Chen! Are you interested in serving the country? People like you are rare gems! Just say yes, and 

our country will definitely train you with everything they have!" 

Elder Cao was always a calm person. But, he could not stay calm for any longer after seeing Chen’s 

performance. He was so impressed by Chen that he bombarded Chen a series of questions! 

On the other hand, Chen felt like laughing after hearing those questions. 

"There’s no Golden Bell Iron Skin! It was Ultimate Protective Puppet that neutralized the attack! And, my 

Sifu is really a legendary, out of this world, powerful elite! But, I will not tell you who my Sifu is! Serving 

the country? I love my country. But, I don’t like being restricted by the rules all the time! How can I 

enjoy my life if I have to follow orders all the time?" Chen thought to himself. 

"Mr. Chen? Why are you smiling? Did you hear the questions that I asked you?" Elder Cao said 

desperately. He was looking forward to Chen’s replies. 

"I hear you, but I don’t want to reply you." 

Chen raised his eyebrows and said coldly, "Right now. I just want to solve the problem between Cao 

Zhenyang and me!" 

"This…" 

Elder Cao was stunned for a while. Then, he shouted, "Zhenyang! Quickly apologize to Mr. Chen!" 

"I’m…I’m coming…" 

Cao Zhenyang gulped. It was as if he had not recovered from the shock. He never thought that his 

powerful slap would not injure Chen at all! Also, he had to follow his grandad’s order. 

He said softly, "Mr. Chen, I’m sor…" 

Chen interrupted him before he can apologize adequately. 



"I don’t want your apology. What was the bet again? You said that you would chop off your head and let 

me kick it around like a ball, right?" 
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"Son of the bitch! Do you know who I am? You should be happy about it when I decided to apologize to 

you! Don’t get over your head!" Cao Zhenyang shouted angrily. He was not happy with Chen’s attitude. 

"Hehe…So, this is the son of Cao Family? Such pride! Why are you acting so arrogantly when you are not 

going to do what you promised earlier?! This is definitely something new for me!" Chen gave Cao a 

thumbs up and said. 

"F*ck you! How dare you mock my family?! I want you…" Cao shouted and wanted to slap Chen again. 

"Zhenyang! Shut up! Move aside!" 

Elder Cao shouted, turned to Chen and said politely, "Mr. Chen, we have lost the bet! We are not trying 

to break the promise! But, Zhenyang is my eldest grandkid. Do you mind overlooking the promise that 

he made earlier?" 

"Are you trying to say that your grandkid’s life is more precious than my boss’ life? Will you say what you 

are saying now if my boss is the one who loses his life in the bet just now?" Jing Fei shouted. 

"Jing Fei! Where are your manners? I believe that Elder Cao is an understanding person!" Chen said 

calmly. 

"He’s an understanding person? That’s he is a man of double standard! This is nor fair! He is bullying us! 

You almost lost your life just now! I was scared to death! It seems like he wants to resolve this issue with 

just a simple apology! It’s not going to be that easy!" 

"I’m at fault in this matter as well! Please allow me to apologize to you!" 

Elder Cao put his hands together and bowed at Chen. 

"Oh my God!" 

Elder Han and Cao Zhenyang were shocked to death. They have not seen Elder Cao ever bowing at 

anyone before! Chen was just a teenager! It was hard to believe that Elder Cao would bow at a 

teenager! Both of them would not believe that it’s real if they have not seen it with their naked eyes! 

"I'm really impressed by your humility! Please get up. I’m not worthy of such manners from you, Elder 

Cao." Chen did not expect that influential people like Elder Cao would apologize to him. This was truly 

unbelievable! With what he is capable of doing, he could actually murder Chen and dismiss this matter. 

But, he decided to toss away his face and power to apologize to Chen sincerely. This act managed to 

make Jing Fei lose most of his anger in his heart. 

"I cannot get up yet." 

Elder Cao bowed down and continued to say, "Zhenyang is my grandkid. He is a rare prodigy in our 

family as well! Throughout hundreds of generations, I have not seen someone like him. Also, he is 
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supposed to serve the country with all his heart! He is a soldier, and he is only allowed to die on the 

battlefield!" 

Elder Cao said the last sentence loudly. Chen heard every single word loud and clear. Respect started to 

surface in his heart. This sense of respect was directed towards Elder Cao’s humility and the heroes that 

are willing to sacrifice their lives to fight for the country! 

"Elder Cao, please get up! I promise you that I will not kill your grandkid!" Chen used both of his hands 

to help Elder Cao up. Elder Cao’s unyielding character and guts had managed to melt Chen’s stubborn 

heart. 

"Thank you, Mr. Chen!" 

Elder Cao sighed in relief, turned around and shouted, "Zhenyang! Bring me the Duskdawn!" 

Duskdawn? 

Everyone was puzzled when Elder Cao mentioned this name. None of them know what was he talking 

about. 

Cao Zhenyang frowned. It was as if Elder Cao intended to slice a piece of his flesh. Then, he said 

worryingly, "Grandad, what do you want to do with the Duskdawn? I have worn it for so many years!" 

"Give it to me!" 

Elder Cao’s voice was firm and absolute. It was undeniable that Elder Cao is a very powerful and a 

person that cannot be shaken easily. 

"Yes…" 

Cao Zhenyang put on a pity party face, took out his thumb ring and handed it to Elder Cao unwillingly. It 

was as if someone had kidnapped his wife. So, Duskdawn is the name of that thumb ring. It was no 

wonder that Cao Zhenyang was not willing to give it up. 

"Mr Chen, this Duskdawn thumb ring is the heirloom of Cao Family! I’m going to give it to you now." 

Elder Cao placed the thumbring in Chen’s palm. 

Damn! 

Chen was extremely shocked. He had been eyeing the thumb ring earlier. He would never expect this 

thumb ring to come under his possession. 

"Mr Chen, please don’t say no to me! This thumb ring will serve as my symbol gratitude for not killing 

my grandkid! I will feel awful if you don’t accept this thumb ring." Elder Cao said politely. 

Damn! 

"What is this? Am I receiving a gift from slapping one’s face and acting cool? This is awesome!" Chen 

thought to himself. He was really excited and happy. Only an idiot will reject such a valuable gift. 

"Since Elder Cao insisted that I should take this gift, then I should gladly accept it!" Chen said with a 

straight face. Actually, he was holding himself back from laughing. 



"Damn this bastard…" Cao Zhenyang rolled his eyes at Chen. He really hated Chen right now. But, he 

can’t disobey his grandad. Thus, he can only keep all those hatred to himself. He just wanted to kill 

himself right now as he witnessed the thumb ring that he wore all the time falling into Chen’s hand. 

"Alright. That should be it. We will say goodbye now! I’m really sorry for the inconvenience caused!" 

Elder Cao was getting ready to leave Chen’s shop. 

"Elder Cao, hold on." 

Chen ordered, "Jing Fei, please wrap Fire Dragon in The Sky and Sky, Plum Blossoms, Orchid, Bamboo 

and Chrysanthemum jade sculptures nicely and send them to Elder Cao’s car!" 

"Yes!" Jing Fei quickly did what Chen asked. 

Elder Cao was shocked. He asked, "We have caused you so much trouble! Why are you still willing to sell 

us the jade sculptures?" 

"I’m not selling it!" 

Chen smiled and said calmly, "These are my gifts to you." 

"This…This does not sound right…Those jade sculptures are too precious. It’s not right for me to take it!" 

Even Cao Zhenyang and Elder Han were in awe. Everyone knew that the total selling price of those jade 

sculptures was four hundred million! Nobody would have thought that Chen would give it away for free! 

This was beyond terrifying! 

"Elder Cao, please don’t say no to me! I know you are a jade lover. Also, you have traveled a great 

distance from Dragon City to my jewelry shop! I cannot let you return to Dragon City empty-handed!" 

Chen continued, "The thing that we went through today is not exactly a pleasant experience, but I truly 

respect you. You can see those jade sculptures as a bonding gift. We will still be friends when we meet 

next time!"’ 

In other words, Elder Cao did not plan to make friends with Chen, if he still refuses to accept the gift. 

"Alright, from today onwards, you are my good friend! I will take these jade sculptures! Our friendship 

will not change until the end of my life!" Elder Cao nodded and said. 

"I will see you in Jianghu!" Chen smiled and said. 

"See you in Jianghu!" Elder Cao smiled and left the place with Cao Zhenyang. 


